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We present a combined analysis of the H1 data on leading baryon and diractive structure functions
from DIS, which are handled as two components of the same semi-inclusive process. The available
structure function data are analyzed in a series of ts in which three main exchanges are taking
into account: pomeron, reggeon and pion. For each of these contributions, Regge factorization of
the correspondent structure function is assumed. This hypothesis allows an excellent description of
the combined sets of data with a nal pomeron intercept of 0IP = 1:2500:023 and with a reggeon
trajectory compatible with the f2 exchange whose intercept resulted to be 0IR = 0:770 0:030.
PACS numbers: 11.55.Jy, 12.40.Nh, 13.60.Hb, 13.85.Ni
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking results obtained at the DESY
HERA ep collider was the discovery by the H1 and ZEUS
collaborations [1,2] that deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
events tagged with rapidity gaps exhibit mass distribu-
tions whose shape resemble very much those observed
for a long time in hadron-hadron diraction experiments.
This resemblance was such that these HERA events were
dubbed diffractive DIS. More recently, both the H1 and
ZEUS collaborations reported [3,4] analyses of another
class of DIS events whose pretty flat distribution turned
out to be quite similar to the leading particle spectrum,
observed in hadron reactions from long ago. These sim-
ilarities suggest that the Regge pole phenomenology [5],
successfully used to describe diractive events and the
leading particle eect in hadron processes1, could also be
employed to analyze the corresponding events obtained
in DIS. Since this is the main subject of the present pa-
per, let us take a closer look at such DIS events2.
In a conventional DIS process, e p ! e X , a high energy
electron of four-momentum k interacts with a proton of
four-momentum P through the emission of a photon of
virtuality Q2. As long as the photon has high enough
momentum, it can resolve the internal partonic structure
Work supported by Fapesp, Proc. 99/01236-9
1In fact, there are some problems concerning unitarity viola-
tion when one applies the Regge formalism (namely, the Triple
Pomeron model) to hadronic diraction. See [6] for a recent
description of hadronic diraction and leading particle eect
simultaneously by using Regge phenomenology. Therein an
ad hoc procedure established in [7] was adopted to overcome
these troubles with unitarity.
2For recent reviews on DIS at the DESY HERA collider, see
the papers quoted in the Ref. [8].
of the proton, interacting with its partons through a hard
scattering which breaks up the hadron. In this inclusive
reaction only the outgoing electron is detected in the nal
state (Fig. 1a).
If, besides the electron, one specic kind of hadron is
detected in the nal state, then we have a semi-inclusive
DIS process, e p ! e h X . Among processes of this kind
there are events for which it is possible to recognize in
the nal hadronic state particles that bear some identity
with the original proton, i.e., they are close in rapidity
to the original proton and carry a signicant fraction of
its momentum. In a particular case, events such as these
may be characterized by a large rapidity gap between
the products of the γp hard scattering and the outgoing
proton debris (Fig. 1b). If those debris are identied with
a proton, neutron or any other baryon close related to
the original proton, we have the above mentioned leading
baryon effect, γ p ! X N , which, in analogy with the
hadron case [6], could, in principle, be described by Regge
phenomenology in terms of reggeon and pion exchanges
[9].
Furthermore, if the detected baryon is carrying not
only a signicant amount but more than 90% of the in-
coming proton momentum and is identied with a pro-
ton itself (or, equivalently, if a rapidity gap is detected
nearby the proton fragmentation region), then the dom-
inant interaction mechanism is a single diractive scat-
tering, γ p ! X p, in which the virtual photon interacts
with the proton through a color singlet exchange with the
vacuum quantum numbers, which in Regge phenomenol-
ogy is known as pomeron exchange [8].
With the above statements we just intend to make the
point that, speaking in terms of theory, diractive DIS
events are part of a wider class of interactions, the semi-
inclusive DIS processes, within which the leading particle
eect is found. Thus, if one wants to capture the Regge
behavior presumably observed by certain DIS data, one
should take into account all available data at once, which,
1
in this case, means to consider simultaneously diractive
and leading particle data in the same analysis. This is
the scope of the present paper3.
Semi-inclusive processes have been measured by the H1
and ZEUS collaborations in the HERA ep colliding ma-
chine at DESY, where positrons of 27:5 GeV collide with
protons of 820 GeV . The H1 Collaboration has made
high-statistic measurements of the diractive structure
function FD(3)2 in the process e p ! e X Y , where Y rep-
resents a hadronic system with mass lower than 1:6 GeV
and rapidity closest to that of the incident proton [11].
H1 also measured the leading proton and neutron struc-
ture functions, FLP (3)2 and F
LN(3)
2 respectively, in the
reaction e p ! e N X , where N is the identied nucleon
[3]. The ZEUS Collaboration has measurements of the
diractive structure function FD(4)2 and F
D(3)
2 in the re-
action e p ! e p X [12], and preliminary leading baryon
measurements have been reported [4].
Now, let us examine these experimental ndings
through a phenomenological gaze. The rst attempts
to describe them by the Regge formalism were based on
the Ingelman and Schlein model [13] by which dirac-
tion in DIS is understood as a two-step process: rst the
proton emits a pomeron, then the pomeron is hard scat-
tered by the virtual photon. In such a view, the pomeron
is a quasi-particle that carries a fraction  of the pro-
ton’s momentum and has its own structure function that
could be expressed in terms of x and Q2, the usual DIS
variables. Accordingly, the measured structure function
F
D(4)
2 (; t; x; Q
2) would be factorized as
F
D(4)
2 (; t; x; Q
2) = fIP(; t) F IP2 (x; Q
2); (1)
where fIP(; t) is the flux of the pomeron out of the pro-
ton, which is a function of  and t, the squared four-
momentum transferred at the proton vertex. F IP2 (x; Q2)
represents here the pomeron structure function.
Several analyses were made based on Eq. (1) and on
this factorization hypothesis, including those performed
by the H1 and ZEUS collaborations [1,2] (see also [14] and
references quoted therein). In fact, this kind of analyses
has been used to establish the pomeron intercept IP from
the diractive DIS data.
Although, the preliminary experimental results seemed
to conrm the factorization hypothesis [1,2], subsequent
high-statistic data measured in an extended kinematical
region by the H1 Collaboration proved that such a simple
factorized expression is clearly violated [11]. Since then it
has been conjectured [11,15] that secondary reggeonic ex-
changes could play an important role in diractive events,
in such a way that the structure function could be written
as
3To the best of our knowledge, only one analysis of this kind
is published [10], but in that case it is used the concept of
fracture functions instead of pure Regge phenomenology.
F
D(4)
2 (; t; x; Q
2) = fIP(; t) F IP2 (x; Q
2)
+ fIR(; t) F IR2 (x; Q
2); (2)
where fIR(; t) is the reggeon flux factor, and F IR2 (x; Q2)
is the reggeon structure function. Within this approach,
the change in the diractive pattern displayed by the H1
data could be explained without giving up the idea of
Regge factorization for each contribution. The H1 Col-
laboration itself was very successful in describing the bulk
of the diractive structure function data with a tting
expression akin to Eq. (2) (see [11]).
In fact, not only the diractive data, but also the H1
leading proton structure function data can be fairly de-
scribed within the same framework as well by just adding
up to Eq. (2) an extra pion contribution as required in
such a case (see [3]). The leading neutron structure func-
tion is described by the same scheme as well, but in this
case only pion exchange is necessary [3].
Since the leading baryon data were obtained some time
after the diractive structure function measurements,
these H1 analyses were performed independent of each
other. However, as stated previously, it is our belief that
both diractive and leading proton processes should be
analyzed together, as two parts of the same semi-inclusive
process, in the same fashion as in the hadronic case [6]. In
this way it would be possible to establish more precisely
the role of the pomeron and the secondary reggeon ex-
changes, since the diractive data are dominated by the
former and has the latter only as a background, while the
reverse is true for the leading proton data. Therefore, in
this work we consider these data sets as complementary
ones, i.e., our basic assumption is that the diractive
and leading proton structure functions are parts of one
and the same semi-inclusive proton structure function4,
which can be expressed in a way similar to Eq. (2).
Another point which is relevant to our analysis has
to do with the kinematical variables chosen to express
the experimental data and, consequently, with the the-
oretical formulas used to t them. The issue here is
that, besides expressing the diractive structure func-
tion data as FD(4)2 (; t; x; Q
2), it is possible to do it by
F
D(4)
2 (; t; ; Q
2), where now we have, instead of the
usual Bjorken variable x dened in terms of the proton,
another variable, , that has an analogous role but in
respect to the pomeron (a formal denition of  is given
ahead).
Practically all phenomenological analyses of FD(4)2
based on the Ingelman-Schlein model, H1’s and ZEUS’
included, looked for Regge behavior in terms of the 
variable (as it must be), but using selected data sets in
4From now on we will use the notation F SI2 for the
semi-inclusive proton structure function, when referring to
the diractive and leading proton structure function data
together.
2
which  and Q2 were kept xed5. However, the leading
baryon structure function data are given in terms of x
and Q2, and so, in order to have an unied analysis we
must treat the diractive structure function in terms of
these variables as well. The issue here is whether or not
the Regge behavior of FD(4)2 manifests itself in the same
way irrespective of taking the data as a function of  or
x. We shall treat this point in more detail in the next
sections.
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to reach a better
understanding about the role of the pomeron and reggeon
contributions in the interface between the diractive and
non-diractive regimes through a global t of the proton
structure function obtained from H1 semi-inclusive DIS
data6. In Sec. II, we dene the kinematical variables and
cross sections. It follows a discussion on Regge behavior
and experimental data in Sec. III. Our tting procedure
is presented in Sec. IV, with the results being discussed in
Sec. V. Our main conclusions are summarized in Sec VI.
II. KINEMATICS AND CROSS SECTIONS
The usual variables employed to describe ep DIS are
depicted in Fig. 1a. One can dene the squared energy in
the ep center of mass system (CMS) in terms of the four-
momenta P and k, referring respectively to the incoming
proton and electron (or positron), as
s = (P + k)2 (3)
and the squared energy in the γp CMS as
W 2 = (P + q)2: (4)
The photon virtuality Q2, the Bjorken x and the variable
y are given by
q2 = −Q2 = (k − k,)2
x =
Q2
2 P  q =
Q2




P  k :
If we ignore the proton mass, we have the following rela-
tions among these variables:
Q2 = x y s (6)
5To be precise, all the analyses quoted previously did not use
exactly Eqs. (1) or (2) as mentioned, but analogous expression
with the β variable instead of x.
6Since we are interested in comparing some of our results
with those obtained by the H1 Collaboration, the ZEUS data
were not employed in the tting procedure, but their dirac-
tive structure function measurements are included in some
gures for comparison.
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being that x << 1 has been assumed in the latter ex-
pression.
For the case presented in Fig. 1b, where a baryon with
four-momentum P 0 is detected in the nal state, we can
also dene the variables 7
t = (P − P 0)2; (8)
 =
Q2 + M2X − t









where the  variable represents the fraction of momen-
tum carried by a struck parton in the pomeron (if a





































FIG. 1. a) Kinematic variables for the reaction e p! e X;
b) kinematic variables for the semi-inclusive reaction
e p! e N X, where N stands for a proton or neutron.
The dierential cross section for a semi-inclusive DIS
process can be written as
7For leading baryons, it is usual to describe the data in terms
of the fraction of momentum carried by the outgoing proton,
z = P 0/P , while for diraction it is more usual to talk about
the fraction of momentum carried by the exchanged pomeron,
xIP. Throughout this work we will use the variable ξ, the
fraction of momentum lost by the incoming proton, where














2 (; x; Q
2):
(11)
Specially in the case of diractive events, it is often ex-













2 (; ; Q
2):
(12)
Here R = L=T is the ratio between the cross sec-
tions for longitudinally and transversely polarized virtual
photons. Under certain conditions, it is possible to as-
sume R  0 and thus the experimental behavior of the
cross sections (11) and (12) is expressed in terms of the
structure functions FSI(3)2 (; x; Q
2) and FD(3)2 (; ; Q
2).
Specically for the H1 diractive data, such assumption
was applied for those data with y < 0:45 [11].
Eqs. (11) and (12) above are totally equivalent in the
sense that they represent the behavior of the same exper-
imental data. Therefore, the choice between x and  as
the relevant variables to describe the data is just a matter
of convenience. For instance, if the purpose of an analysis
is to study the (putative) parton content of the pomeron
as if it were a separated entity from the proton, then
the best choice would be working with  distributions.
Perhaps that is the reason why it has been a common
procedure to look for Regge behavior in the DIS data by
analyzing FD(3)2 (; ; Q
2). We show in the next section
what could be the implications if one performs the same
sort of analysis for FSI(3)2 (; x; Q
2) instead.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND REGGE
BEHAVIOR
In the present analysis we have used the diractive
structure function data FD(3)2 obtained by the H1 Col-
laboration [11], together with their measurements of the
leading baryon structure functions FLP (3)2 for protons
and FLN(3)2 for neutrons [3].
The FD(3)2 data cover the kinematical ranges:
4:5 < Q2< 75 GeV 2;
1:2  10−4 < x < 2:37  10−2;
0:04 <  < 0:9:
The data were integrated over the t interval t0  t 




(1 − ) : (13)
For the leading baryon FLB2 measurements, the cov-
ered kinematical region was
2:5 < Q2< 28:6 GeV 2;
10−4 < x < 3:3  10−3;
3:7  10−4 <  < 2:7  10−2;




1−  + tmin (14)
with pT,max = 0:2 GeV.
Now, some words are needed to explain how we han-
dled together this two sets of data. We are mostly inter-
ested in analyzing the behavior of these data in terms of
. Since the  ranges are very distinct, the usual proce-
dure of plotting together data with the same values of 
and Q2 would not be the best choice. There is, however,
a large overlap of these two sets in terms of the vari-
ables x and Q2. Thus, we choose to combine the data
in groups with the same (or as close as possible) values
of x and Q2. That is a more proper way to show that
the dierence between the diractive and the leading pro-
ton regime is due to the  region where the semi-inclusive
process ep ! epX is measured, according to our assump-
tion that both sets of data can be embraced by the same
semi-inclusive structure function.
However, such a choice is much more than just another
way of exhibiting the data. We, in fact, have used it as
part of our tting procedure to extract the Regge behav-
ior from the data (dierently from the usual procedure
that consists in analyzing data with the same  and Q2
values). To justify this point, a brief review of the corre-
sponding data and phenomenology in hadron interactions
is in order.
First of all, let us remember the main phenomenolog-
ical features of the Regge theory. One of its most im-
portant aspects is that it provides a very good scheme
to describe the energy dependence of the total hadron-
proton cross sections, hptot. The behavior of 
hp
tot at
the low-energy region, for instance, is very well estab-
lished in terms of secondary reggeon exchanges. In the
high-energy region, ts to hptot are presumably one of
the best ways to determine the characteristic features of
the pomeron exchange (which is supposed to be domi-
nant at such energies), particularly the pomeron inter-
cept 0IP = 1 +  (see for instance [16] for an analysis of
this kind).
Another way to determine 0IP is through the analy-
sis of invariant mass distributions in inclusive dirac-
tive dissociation processes (see, for instance, the CDF
analysis in [17]). In this case, the invariant cross sec-
tion can be expressed in terms of the Regge-Mueller for-
malism which consists basically of the application of the
Regge theory to the Mueller’s generalized optical theo-
rem [5]. This theorem establishes that an inclusive re-
action ab ! cX is connected to the elastic three-body





(ab ! cX)  1
s
DiscM2 A(abc ! abc); (15)
where the discontinuity is taken across the M2 cut of
the elastic amplitude which is put in terms of the Regge
pole approach. Dierent kinematical limits imply in spe-
cic formulations for the invariant cross section. In the









= f(0; t)  IPp(M2X); (16)
where8 0 = M2X=s and the flux factor f(
0; t) is given by
f(0; t) = N F 2(t) 0[1−2αIP(t)]: (17)
In the above equations, N is a constant (or an expres-
sion) that depends on the normalization, F (t) is the form
factor of the quasi-elastic vertex and IPp is the pomeron-
proton cross section.
Despite the problems of the theoretical model repre-
sented by Eqs. (16) and (17) with respect to the energy
dependence, which eventually implies in unitarity viola-
tion, its 0 and t dependences are quite consistent with
the data of several experiments (see [18] for a detailed
discussion about this point). Actually, that is the reason
why the flux factor (17) has been applied in many anal-
yses into expressions like Eq. (1) in order to extract the
Regge behavior from the diractive DIS data [1,2,14].
Now, let us examine some hadron diraction data
which are shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [19]. Several data
sets for dierent energies can be seen there plotted in
terms of the 0 variable dened above. The main aspect
that we want to point out is what we are calling Regge
behavior9. It is usual to write the pomeron trajectory as
IP(t) = 1 +  + 0t, where  is known from the experi-
ments to be a very small quantity. Since IPp  (M2X),













Both expressions on the right hand side of the equation
above are, of course, equivalent. However, they indicate
that the model predicts slightly dierent behaviors for
the 0 dependence if one keeps s xed or, alternatively,
if M2X is the xed quantity (what we mean here is that
in the former case 0 changes because M2X is changing,
while in the latter one variations in s are responsible for
0 to vary).
8Here a prime sign is used in the ξ0 variable in order to not
confuse it with the corresponding variable previously estab-
lished for diractive DIS.
9In this discussion we are conning ourselves to the dirac-
tive region where pomeron exchange is supposed to be the
dominant mechanism.
Since  is very small, it is usual to speak quite loosely
that the Regge behavior is characterized by an 1=M2X (or
an 1=0) dependence, overlooking small deviations in the
exponent. That is what is pointed out in Fig. 2 for the
data set corresponding to s = 500 GeV 2. However, if the
precise determination of  from the data is what one is
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FIG. 2. Single diractive pp cross sections, from Ref. [19].
The gure shows how the characteristic Regge behavior of
diraction becomes manifest as the CMS energy increases.
The plot also indicates (by the arrows) the position of the
low mass (MX  2 GeV ) resonance peak, outside the smooth
1/M2X , pomeron dominated regime.
Before connecting this discussion to the DIS case, let
us make an additional remark about the question just
pointed out. Eqs. (16)-(17) correspond to what has
been called standard Regge model, which leads to the al-
ready mentioned unitarity violation. In order to prevent
against this problem, it has been advocated a renormal-
ization procedure which eectively corresponds to divide
the standard expression by a term proportional to s2





















Again, keeping s xed or, alternatively, M2X would af-
fect the expected 0 dependence that present dierent
exponents compared to Eq. (18).
In summary, the important point here is that, be that
as it may, when one talks about Regge behavior in terms
of the variable 0 in the diractive region one generally









with  < 1, irrespective of the 0 variations being gen-
erated by changes in M2X or in s, although the remarks
made before should aect what one might expect10.
Despite the (re)normalization issue, these considera-
tions give us a clear indication that if the data do not fol-
low the Regge behavior, they may present quite dierent
0 dependences according to the variable chosen to gener-
ate the variations in 0. But if they do, a dependence of
the type exhibit by Eq. (20) is expected, although such
a choice would slightly aect the obtained exponent and
the way the approximate 0 scaling is violated [taking
Eq. (18) or (19) in consideration].
After this digression on hadron-hadron diraction, let
us return to the diractive DIS case. Going straight to
the point, what we intend to show is that trying to es-
tablish the  dependence in diractive DIS by tting the
data in sets in which the variables (; Q2) or, alterna-
tively, (x; Q2) are kept xed, in fact, corresponds respec-
tively to determine the  behavior with M2X or the energy
W xed, analogously to what we have just discussed for
hadron-hadron diraction.
In order to see that, we rst consider the fact that, for
the available data, Q2 + M2X >> −t. Incorporating this





















where Eq. (7) has been used in the last step.
Thus, it is clear from Eqs. (22) and (23) that by xing
the pair (; Q2), M2X is also xed and  can change only
10For the sake of completeness, let us mention that a heuris-
tic analysis [18] of the experimental pp and pp single diractive
data over a broad range of s values have supported a behav-
ior for the dierential cross section of the type dσ/dM2X 
C/(M2X)
α0IP , where α0IP = 1.104 is the pomeron intercept and
C is a normalization parameter with only a mild energy de-
pendence, pretty much in agreement with Eq. (19). According
to this result, hadronic diraction seems to display a almost
energy independent behavior and the diractive signature of
hadronic diraction would come from the 1/M
2α0IP
X behavior
of the dierential cross section.
by letting W to change. On the other hand, if (x; Q2)
is xed, Eq. (23) tells us that W is xed as well, and in
this case  varies as a function of M2X .
Therefore, the well known H1 plot of  FD(3)2 (; ; Q
2)
vs. , displayed in Fig. 3, represent not only sets of data
for xed  and Q2, but also for xed masses M2X . In
this case, the points at dierent  values represent data
taken at dierent energies W , with all data in a single
plot having the same value for M2X . Particularly, there
are whole plots for which the data lie in the low mass
resonance region, where Regge behavior does not apply,
as also shown in Fig. 2.
Now, if we choose to plot  FD(3)2 (; x; Q
2) vs.  for
xed values of the variables x and Q2, the points at dier-
ent  values will represent data taken at dierent values
of M2X at a given energy W , in a analogous way to what
is shown in Fig. 2 for the proton-proton case.
Fig. 4 shows such a plot of  FD(3)2 (; x; Q
2) vs.  for
sets of data with xed x and Q2 (curves and other details
about this gure are explained in the next section). The
plot allows one to see, in ep DIS, the irregular low mass
(MX < 2 GeV ) resonance region at small  (black cir-
cles), followed by a pomeron dominated region and then
the deviation from the pomeron behavior that comes at
higher  due presumably to secondary reggeon contribu-
tions. A curious feature in this plot is that for data at
x  0:0075, the pomeron region seems to vanish almost
completely, although the low mass resonance points are
still there. In a sense, this is similar to what is observed
in Fig. 2: the diractive peak disappears as the energy
decreases.
Having made the distinction between the situations in
which (; Q2; M2X) or (x; Q
2; W ) are alternatively xed
and what they really mean in terms of  dependence, it
is expected that an analysis looking for Regge behavior
with the data plotted a` la Fig. 4 should give approx-
imately the same outcomes as another one performed
with the data grouped as in Fig. 3 (considering, of course,
appropriate expressions for each case) if the data really
follow such a behavior. In fact, it is clear from the pre-
vious discussion that in order to assure that any data
set presents Regge behavior, both possibilities must be
explicitly checked.
However, the standard procedure has been choosing
only the rst alternative and introducing the  depen-
dence in the tting expression via a term reminiscent of
the flux factor (17), for which it does matter if the  vari-
ation comes from MX , W , or both. By doing so, one is
tacitly assuming that the Regge behavior can be estab-
lished by the W variation alone, which is not true. Since
this is not an obvious fact, it should a matter of explicit
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FIG. 3. H1 plot of the diractive structure function data ξ F
D(3)
2 for xed β and Q
2. The curves represent the best
t resultant from the H1 Fit (see text) [11]: pomeron (dotted line) and reggeon (dashed line) contributions and the total
(solid line). We displayed those data points lying in the resonance region, MX < 2 GeV , as black circles.
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IV. MODEL, PARAMETERS AND FITTING
PROCEDURE
In order to analyze simultaneously the two sets of the
structure function data, FD(3)2 and F
LP (3)
2 , we have as-
sumed, according to the Regge theory, that the theoret-
ical description of these data have three main contribu-




2 (; x; Q
2) = fIP() F IP2 (x; Q
2)
+ fIR() F IR2 (x; Q
2) (24)
+ fpi() Fpi2 (x; Q
2):
Here, functions fIP(), fIR() and fpi() represent the
pomeron, reggeon and pion flux factors, respectively, in-
tegrated over t. The rst two are taken from the Regge
phenomenology of soft hadron diraction and are written
as





F 21 (t) 
−2α′IPt dt (25)
and








with t0 and tmin established by the experimental limits.
The Regge trajectories are set as usual by IP(t) = 0IP +




IR t, while F1(t) in Eq. (25) is
the Dirac form factor, given by
F1(t) =







In this analysis, we are mostly interested in deter-
mining 0IP and 
0
IR from the data, and thus we keep
x some parameters that are established in other con-
texts, namely 0IP = 0:25 GeV
−2, 0IR = 1:0 GeV
−2, and
bIR = 0:2 GeV−2. These values of 0IP and 
0
IR are stan-
dard ones, while the value for bIR is taken from [6].
Since we are not specially interested in establishing
parameterizations for the pomeron and reggeon struc-
ture functions [although we draw some conclusions about
F IR2 (x; Q
2) below], this quantities are treated as free pa-
rameters to be determined by tting every data set with
xed (x; Q2). In fact, for the pomeron case, what was
really left free was the product NIP F IP2 , so that possible
normalization problems or extra dependencies related to
the pomeron flux could be absorbed into these parame-
ters. For the reggeon, the flux factor is less controversial,
and we set the normalization parameter NIR = 2=(16 ),
with 2 = 118:81 GeV 2 taken from [16]. The reason why
we give the pomeron and reggeon contributions dierent
treatments will be clearer below.
As for the pion contribution, it is fundamental to de-
scribe the leading neutron data and it is known to have
an important role in hadronic leading proton and dirac-
tive reactions at small t values [6,18], besides its role in
DIS [3]. Indeed, pion exchange has a well known phe-
nomenological behavior and thus we take the pion flux









where gpp=4 = 13:6 is the coupling constant for pp !
pX , while for the inclusive neutron production, pp !
nX , there is an extra factor 2 in the coupling constant
due to the Clebsh-Gordan coecient for such a process.
For the pion structure function, Fpi2 (x; Q
2), we take the
leading order GRV [21] parameterization, including only
light quark contributions. With the flux above and the
GRV structure function, one obtains a quite good de-
scription for the leading neutron DIS data without any
free parameter, as we shall in the next section.
Now, some words about the treatment we have given
to the data. As discussed in the last section, in order to
compare the H1 diractive and leading proton data, we
grouped these two sets in plots having the same, or as
close as possible, x and Q2 and values, in order to reduce
the number of parameters in the t.
Next, we excluded those data lying in the resonance
mass region, MX < 2 GeV , since the cross sections for
such region tend to be very irregular and because the
Regge behavior is not supposed to be valid therein, as
mentioned before. We also excluded those data for which
y  0:45, since the assumption R ! 0 does not apply
any further. These constraints do not aect the leading
baryon data at all, but they force us to put aside a total
of 47 diractive data (10 due to the y constraint and
37 due to the M2X constraint). Groups of data with the
same (x; Q2) and with only one point left after these cuts
were also excluded. In the whole, we were left with 178
diractive and 48 leading proton structure function data
to be tted by Eq.(24).
As a nal comment before presenting the results, it is
worth mentioning that we explicitly checked that the in-
troduction of an interference term between the pomeron
and reggeon contributions did not present any signi-
cant improvement in the nal 2=dof . For this reason,
we have chosen not to include such a term in the present
analysis, so that we could keep the role of each contribu-
tion as clean as possible.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We report now the results of two ts, referred to as Fit
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FIG. 4. Plots of the diractive structure function data ξF
D(3)
2 for xed x and Q
2. The black circles are data points for
which MX < 2 GeV , and white squares are data for which y  0.45. Both were excluded from the t. The curves represent
our global best t (Fit 2): total (solid line), pomeron (dotted line) and reggeon plus pion (dashed line) contributions. It
is also plotted the available ZEUS diractive data for comparison. We extended the lines beyond the data region to better
show the predicted behavior of the diractive cross sections for ξ values approaching the leading proton region.
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A. Fit 1
In order to see how much our choice of xing the vari-
ables (x; Q2) would aect the results, we started with
a t to the H1 diractive data only, so that we could
compare our results with those of the H1 Fit 11 for xed
(; Q2). We notice that, although we have our own way
of describing the t dependence through parameters 0IP,
0IR, bIR and Eq. (27), such a choice is compatible with
the corresponding parameters of the H1 Fit [11]. Prob-
ably the most signicant dierence between the H1 Fit
and this work’s (besides the way of plotting the data) is
that H1’s did not exclude the resonance data from their
Regge t as we did (they did it, though, for their QCD
analysis).
The overall number of free parameters was 92, includ-
ing the 90 \structure function parameters" (45 for the
pomeron and 45 for the reggeon), and the two intercepts,
0IP and 
0
IR. The pion contribution was not taken into ac-
count in this case, since it is rather small for the  range
corresponding to these diractive data.
The results for this t are shown in Table I. It should
be noticed that the quality of the t in terms of 2=dof
is as good as for the H1 Fit. Also, the values of the
reggeon intercepts in both cases are compatible within
the deviation limits, although our central value is sub-
stantially higher. The pomeron intercept, on the other
hand, resulted in a value which is really larger than the
one obtained in the H1 Fit, reinforcing the concept of a
hard pomeron.
Despite these dierences (that could be attributed to
small dierences between the H1 approach and ours), the
most important result are the overall similarities: both
tting procedures rendered quite good descriptions of the
data, being that the parameters obtained for 0IP and 0IR
are consistent to what is expected when pomeron and
secondary reggeon exchanges are taking place, character-
izing (now unequivocally) the alluded Regge behavior.
B. Fit 2
Turning now our attention to the global t (Fit 2) of
diractive and leading proton data, the overall number
of free parameters remains 92, since we grouped together
most of the leading proton data with the correspondent
diractive ones, as explained before.
The tting expression Eq. (24) was used, including now
the pion contribution (without free parameters), since it
11What we are referring to here as \H1 Fit" in fact cor-
responds to Fit B of Ref. [11] which basically has the same
assumptions as ours. Thus, we are going to compare our pa-
rameters with the specic outcomes referring to this Fit B,
and not to the average results therein reported.
is supposed to play a signicant role in leading particle
eect [6]. The fluxes were integrated over t only inside
the range of the correspondent measured data, according





















































FIG. 5. Plots of the leading proton structure function data
F LP2 (for xed x and Q
2) vs. z = 1−ξ, with the global t (Fit
2) results. The leading neutron structure function data F LN2
is also shown, together with the prediction coming from the
product of the standard pion flux, Eq. (28), and the GRV pa-
rameterization of the pion structure function, F pi2 (x,Q
2) [21].
The results of Fit 2 are presented in Table I and in
Figs. 4 and 5. The global t has a very good 2=dof of
1:06 and its quality can also be seen in Fig. 4, where a
comparison with the diractive structure function data
from H1 is presented. In this gure it is also added the
ZEUS structure function data (which were not included
in the tting procedure, as mentioned before) just to
show the good agreement between data from these two
experiments among themselves and with the tting ex-
pression. In Fig. 5, we present the results for the lead-
ing proton structure function. This gure also present
the leading neutron data, to show how well they can be
described by the pion contribution alone (no tting pro-
cedure was applied here). This result can be seen as an
evidence that, at least in some cases, Regge factorization
is observed.
The pomeron intercept value obtained from the global
t is in between the values from the ts to diractive data
only, but the reggeon intercept has a much higher value
than those obtained before. Indeed this value seems com-
patible only with the highest reggeonic trajectory, that
one coming from the exchange of the f2 meson family,
which has an intercept around 0:7 [22]. Such result comes
not as a surprise, since the f2 exchange, having the same
quantum numbers as the pomeron, is supposed to play
10
an important role in the interface between the diractive






















































































FIG. 6. Diractive (Di, white circles and white squares)
and leading proton (LP, black triangles) structure function
data vs. ξ, for xed x and Q2. The gure combines, in each
plot, the diractive and leading proton data with the same or
close values of x and Q2. The quoted Q2 values are those of
the diractive data, for which the correspondent leading pro-
ton values are Q2 = 4.4, 7.5, 13.3 and 28.6 GeV 2. The black
circles and black squares represent data with MX < 2 GeV .
For a matter of presentation, every leading proton data was
multiplied by a scale factor, to compensate for their shorter
t range compared to the diractive F
D(3)
2 measurements, as
explained in the text. The plotted curves represent our global
best t, Fit 2: total (solid line), pomeron (dotted line) and
reggeon plus pion contributions (dashed line).
In order to show the transition from the diractive
to the leading baryon region, we plot together those data
with the same or close values of x and Q2 that were men-
tioned before. This kind of comparison requires that the
leading proton data be corrected in order to account for
the fact that they come from a dierent t (or pT ) range.
Thus, every leading proton data point was multiplied by
a scale factor that corresponds to the ratio of Eq. (24)
calculated for the dierent t ranges corresponding to the
two experiments, always at the specic  value of the
data point.
The nal result is shown in Fig. 6, that displays the
plots of  FLP2 and  FD2 as a function of . These
plots, shown for the rst time here, reproduce with a re-
markable resemblance some features already known from
hadron physics, i.e., a flat behavior at small  values, due
to the pomeron dominance, that turns up due to reggeon
and pion contributions, which become more and more
important as  increases (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [18]).
C. Reggeon Structure Function
Going a step further, we can take the reggeon struc-
ture function parameters obtained from the global t and
plot them as a function of x and Q2, in order to see if
there is any pattern emerging. Fig. 7 shows the behavior
of the F IR2 parameters versus Q
2 for xed x. In Fig. 8,
we have the same parameters now plotted in terms of x
for xed Q2 values. In both gures we have also plot-
ted the GRV leading order parameterization for the pion
structure function [21] (assuming only contributions from
light quarks). It is clear from these gures that the F IR2
parameters follow close the behavior of the pion structure
function throughout the plots of both gures. However,
it must be pointed out that such a behavior only arises as
the reggeon intercept 0IR approaches the best t value of
0:77 0:02. If one xes 0IR in a lower value, for instance
0:57 (from H1 Fit), there is an increase of the 2=dof
to 1:13, which may still indicates a fair t, but then the
pattern exhibited by the F IR2 parameters in Figs. 7 and 8






























FIG. 7. The reggeon F IR2 parameters (black circles) vs. Q
2
for xed x, as obtained from our global best t (Fit 2). The de-
viations in the parameters are those obtained from the Minuit
program. The solid lines correspond the GRV parameteriza-
tion for the leading order pion structure function (only light
quarks included).
The quantitative agreement between our \structure
function" parameters and the GRV parameterization re-
lies also on the choice of the normalization for the reggeon
flux factor, carried out by the parameter NIR. A dierent
choice for the NIR value would obviously aect the over-
all normalization of the F IR2 parameters, but not their
behavior with x and Q2, that would still follow close to
11
the one of a light, pion-like meson. In any case, it is
worth to note that the value used here for NIR was taken
from a study of hadronic total cross sections [16], where




































FIG. 8. The same as in the previous gure, now with F IR2
vs. x for xed Q2.
Nevertheless, the behavior of the F IR2 parameters, to-
gether with the fact that the GRV parameterization
proved to work very well in the description of the lead-
ing neutron data, bring us to the obvious question of
how good the description of the combined sets of data
would be if such a parameterization were assumed for
the reggeon structure function as well.
In order to answer to that question, a new series of
ts have been performed. In the rst one, we just re-
placed the F IR2 parameters by the correspondent light
quark, leading order GRV values, keeping the normal-
ization NIR unaltered. For this procedure, the global t
gives a rather soft pomeron intercept of 0IP = 1:100:01
and a reggeon intercept of 0IR = 0:53  0:03, which still
characterize the Regge behavior very well. However, the
2=dof increases to 1:45 due to the fact that the t fails
to describe the diractive data for x  0:0075, at all Q2,
exactly in a region where the reggeonic contribution is ex-
pected to dominate over diraction and account for the
fast rising of the data, as shown in Fig. 4. The leading
proton data, however, which goes up to x = 0:0033, are
very well described by this t and can not be blamed for
such high 2.
Next, setting NIR as a free parameter, a quite dierent
result is obtained. The pomeron intercept turns out to be
0IP = 1:211 0:021 and for the reggeon one we get 0IR =
0:8460:025, with a lower but still unacceptable 2=dof
of 1:39. Again, the t fail to give a good description of
the diractive data for x  0:0075.
For comparison, we apply the above procedure to the
diractive data alone and obtain for the pomeron and
reggeon intercepts the values 1:243 0:012 and 0:529 
0:030, respectively, with a 2=dof of 0:95. This is a pretty
good result by itself and, one could say it, corroborates
the H1 Fit.
Taking as whole, the above results show that the
diractive and leading proton structure function data
sets, when put together in a combined analysis, intro-
duce constraints to the t that have a major eect on
reggeon contribution since it lies in the interface between
the diractive and leading particle regimes. That is an
important outcome, since most of the analyses of dirac-
tive structure functions so far does not pay the deserved
attention to the available leading proton data, which of-
fer additional information to better establish the role of
the secondary reggeonic contribution.
VI. FINAL REMARKS
We have presented in this paper a thorough analysis of
diractive (FD(3)2 ) and leading proton (F
LP
2 ) DIS data
within the Regge pole theoretical framework, seeking to
establish the role of the dierent reggeonic contributions
to these processes. In this analysis, we rstly considered
only the diractive data (Fit 1) and secondly a simultane-
ous treatment of both data sets (Fit 2). Some variations
of these main ts were also performed.
Our global analysis of semi-inclusive ep DIS data (Fit
2) provided a good description of both the FD(3)2 and
FLP2 data, assuming Regge factorization for each one
of these contributions to the semi-inclusive structure
function. A pomeron intercept of 1:250  0:023 has
been established, as well as the contribution of a sec-
ondary reggeon exchange with a rather high intercept of
0:770 0:030.
It was shown in Fig. 6 that, written in terms of the vari-
ables x and Q2, the diractive and leading proton struc-
ture functions can be smoothly combined, giving rise to
a pattern quite similar to that observed in hadronic pro-
cesses (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [18]).
It was also shown that the combined analysis of dirac-
tive and leading proton DIS data introduces some extra
constraints to the t that makes it to discriminate be-
tween the pion and the secondary reggeon structure func-
tion F IR2 (a work intending to parameterize the latter one
in terms of x and Q2 is in progress).
The pattern of the F IR2 parameters, together with the
nal result for the reggeon intercept obtained from Fit
2, and the good description of the leading neutron data
by pion exchange, seems to make out a case for the idea
of flux factor and Regge factorization, at least for the
secondary exchanges outside (or at the interface of) the
diractive sector. For diraction itself it is hard to draw
12
any conclusion due to the lack of understanding about
the nature of the pomeron structure function, but the hy-
pothesis of Regge factorization applied to the secondary
reggeon contributions, assumed throughout this work,
has proved to be good enough to handle together the
two separated sets of data (FD(3)2 and F
LP
2 ) in a quite
eective way.
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H1 (Fit B) Fit 1 Fit 2
α0IP 1.200  0.017  0.011+0.029−0.034 1.289  0.028 1.250  0.023
α0IR 0.570  0.140  0.11+0.03−0.070 0.631  0.043 0.770  0.030
χ2/dof 1.00 0.98 1.06
TABLE I. Parameters obtained by tting structure function data.
Parameters of the rst two columns were obtained when only dirac-
tive data were used; H1 parameters (rst column) were taken from
Ref. [11]. The parameters shown in the third column were obtained
in a simultaneous t of the H1 diractive and leading proton structure
function data. The deviations quoted in Fit 1 and Fit 2 were taken
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